### 45th ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS in Nanning (CHN)

**Men's All-Around Final**

**THU 9 OCT 2014**

#### Judges Assignment

**Superior Jury:**
- BUTCHER Steven: FIG President
- HAN Yoon Soo: FIG Floor Supervisor
- MICKEVICS Arturs: FIG Pommel Horse Supervisor
- ALBRECHT Holger: FIG Rings Supervisor
- TOMITA Hiroyuki: FIG Vault Supervisor
- MARCOS FELIPE Julio: FIG Parallel Bars Supervisor
- HUANG Liping: FIG Horizontal Bar Supervisor
- TANSKANEN Jani: FIG Athletes Representative

#### Function Name | NOC Code | Function Name | NOC Code
--- | --- | --- | ---
D1 | CORBITT Jonathan | USA | D1 | TAKEUCHI Teruaki | JPN
D2 | VUKOJA Mario | CRO | D2 | CARRILES Pablo | ESP
E1 | SALANITRO Enrique | ARG | E1 | BUI Dinh Cuong | VIE
E2 | CARROLL John J. | CAN | E2 | BRETTELL Gareth Paul | NZL
E3 | MAL Tsev Igor | RUS | E3 | WILINSKI Mariusz | POL
E4 | AMIRBEKOV Timur | KAZ | E4 | COUSSEMENT Alain | BEL
E5 | BULUT Ibrahim | TUR | E5 | ZUNICHI Butch Andreja | USA
ER1 | TOTH Josef | AUT | ER1 | TASKINEN Topi | FIN
ER2 | REIMERING Vincent | NED | ER2 | BERCZI Istvan | HUN

**Time Judge**
- BRASIL SANTOS Sandro
- Line Judge 1: GOTO Yoichi
- Line Judge 2: GAN Chai San

#### Function Name | NOC Code | Function Name | NOC Code
--- | --- | --- | ---
D1 | SOUSA Alvaro | POR | D1 | DEJANOVIC Dejan | SRB
D2 | TOMBS Andrew | GBR | D2 | HADJI Mohamed Smal | ALG
E1 | RODRIGUEZ Joseph | PUR | E1 | YU Yong Xiang | CHN
E2 | GRECU Danut | ROU | E2 | TANKOCHEV Milko | BUL
E3 | JANEZ RAMOS Miguel Angel | ESP | E3 | GYULAI Gergely Laszlo | HUN
E4 | KALAJA Teppo | FIN | E4 | MARKELOV Andrey | UZB
E5 | DE CARVALHO LOPES Fernando | BRA | E5 | METZ Helmut | GER
ER1 | BARAKA Tamer | EGY | ER1 | KOCIAN Vilern | CZE
ER2 | HODZIC LEREDER Enes | SLO | ER2 | STRUPLER Andreas | SUI

**Line Judge**
- GAZIT Ilan

#### Function Name | NOC Code | Function Name | NOC Code
--- | --- | --- | ---
D1 | THINGVOLD Tom | NOR | D1 | SAGRERAS Alejandro | ARG
D2 | GRABOWECCKY Christopher | CAN | D2 | RUPCIK Lubos | SVK
E1 | LEE Yoon Chul | KOR | E1 | CHEN Ming Yao | TPE
E2 | BREWER Keith | GBR | E2 | VAN OORT Robert | NED
E3 | HIGGINS Andrew James | AUS | E3 | YANG Wei | CHN
E4 | SCHEIDLER Andreas | AUT | E4 | BOVET Laurent | SUI
E5 | VUK Martin | CZE | E5 | BLANQUINO Jean Francois | FRA
ER1 | GIORGADZE Iia | GEO | ER1 | KENNEDY Rohan Allan | AUS
ER2 | CABALLERO Robson | BRA | ER2 | FEDARAU Andrey | BLR

**Time Judge**
- TORO Enrique

#### Control Number | Name | NOC Code
--- | --- | ---
R1 | EWIES Khaled | EGY
R2 | KIM LONG Tran | VIE
R3 | ARIAS BAUTISTA Jesus | MEX

### Legend:
- Dx Difficulty Judges (x=1-2)
- Ex Execution Judges (x=1-5)
- ERx Execution Reference Judges (x=1-2)
- Rx Reserve Judges

---
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